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Do you know someone who has never been injured? No? Here’s a simpler question — do you 
remember how many times you’ve 
had a cut or a wound? Doesn’t it seem 
unlikely that anyone would answer these 
questions with a yes?! 
In medical terms, a wound is defined as 
an injury to the body that involves the 
breaking of a protective membrane (such 
as the skin) and damage to underlying 
tissues. Cuts and wounds are an everyday 
occurrence, which left unchecked can 
reduce tissue integrity, resulting in loss of 
function and compromised survival. 
Millions of years of evolution have 
equipped our bodies with self-healing 
mechanisms. This is why we rarely 
worry about minor injuries. Even the 
medical care of major wounds (like 
those from burns or accidents) has 
historically focused on the development 
of techniques that supplement the 
body’s built-in healing mechanisms (see 
Box 1). To do this, we are constantly 
attempting to uncover the specific cells 
and molecular factors involved in these 
mechanisms. One organ that has been 
studied most extensively in this regard is 
the skin. 
The human skin
As the largest organ of the body in 
terms of its surface area and weight, the 
skin acts as a protective barrier against 
pathogens, dehydration, chemical toxins, 
and harmful UV rays. With its immense 
regenerative potential, the wound repair 
capacity of the skin is among the highest 
of all the organs in the body, exceeding 
even that of the heart (after a heart 
attack) and the brain (after a stroke). 
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 HOW DOES THE SKIN 
HEAL WOUNDS?
Wounds are an 
unavoidable part of 
our life. Some heal 
fast, some take time, 
some leave scars 
behind. An organ 
in the human body 
with the inherent 
ability to heal itself 
is the skin. How does 
the skin do this?
BIG QUESTIONS
